The opacity of the Internet infrastructure limits the capability of research and development efforts to model network behavior and topology, design protocols and/or new architectures, and study real-world properties such as robustness, resilience, and economics. Overcoming these limitations is impossible without realistic and representative datasets, and measurement infrastructure on which to support sustained longitudinal measurements as well as new experiments. CAIDA has been navigating the interdisciplinary challenges of operating Internet measurement infrastructure for nearly 20 years: collecting, coordinating, curating, and sharing data sets for the network research and operational community in support of Internet science.

With previous CRI (and DHS) funding we have designed, implemented, deployed, and operated a secure measurement platform, Archipelago, that supports large-scale active measurement studies of the global Internet. Since 2007 Archipelago has gathered the largest set of network topology data used for a broad spectrum of scientific research, from physics to biology, from infrastructure vulnerability assessments to theory of complex networks.

Now that we have this intellectually fertile community research infrastructure firmly established, we want to focus on achieving greater involvement from a broader cross-section of the CISE and other research communities, by lowering the barrier to using the infrastructure and data products that we curate. We propose four infrastructure development tasks. First, we will deploy a new hardware architecture that expands the scale and manageability of the infrastructure. Second, we will integrate recent measurement technology advances to enable fundamentally new scientific experiments and data sets. Third, we will upgrade the functionality of our measurement-on-demand web interface to the Ark platform to enable richer scheduling of more complex measurements. Fourth, we will create a new interface for browsing, querying, and visualizing the data gathered.

Improving data curation and implementing a user-friendly web-based interface to the data products require significant software and systems experience, resources, and domain knowledge, and it is exactly the sort of activity researchers do not have resources to do themselves. The results of our project will amplify the impact of NSF’s investment into this community infrastructure and will support CISE research by enabling new data products that are more compelling than before to a wide range of Internet and network research disciplines: from empirical assessments of global Internet security and stability vulnerabilities, to scientific modeling and mapping of complex networks, to retrospective and prospective studies of network architecture evolution.

Intellectual Merit. Ark is a unique laboratory in which researchers can quickly design, implement, and easily coordinate the execution of experiments across a globally distributed set of dedicated monitors. It supports precise time synchronization across monitors, continuous comprehensive global Internet topology measurements, and measurements-on-demand. Ark’s enhanced capabilities and data products will support crucial transformative research in network and security, providing empirical grounding for study of: real-world Internet phenomena (e.g., TCP and middlebox (mis)behavior, outage analysis, BGP hijacking, congestion induced by commercial peering disputes, evolution of address space utilization and IPv6 evolution); theoretical and practical efforts in network modeling and mapping; longitudinal studies of the Internet’s historical evolution, and evaluation of potential future network architectures.

Broader Impacts. We will disseminate the results of this project via conferences, web sites, blogs, and workshops. Our focus is on lowering the barrier to CISE community use of the infrastructure and data products for research and educational needs. We will also provide convenient and interactive public remote access to a massive volume of heavily curated topology data, enabling broad understanding by the general public of the most exciting critical infrastructure ever invented.
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1 Introduction: Expanding the Reach and Impact of Internet Topology Data

The best publicly available data about the global interconnection system that carries most of the world’s communications traffic is incomplete and of unknown accuracy. There is no map of physical link locations, capacity, utilization, or interconnection arrangements. This opacity of the Internet infrastructure hinders research and development efforts to model network behavior and topology; design protocols and new architectures; and study real-world properties such as robustness, resilience, and economic sustainability. There are good reasons for the dearth of information: complexity and scale of the infrastructure; information-hiding properties of the routing system; security and commercial sensitivities; costs of storing and processing the data; and lack of incentives to gather or share data in the first place, including cost-effective ways to use it operationally [1]. But understanding the Internet’s history and present, much less its future, is impossible without realistic and representative datasets and measurement infrastructure on which to support sustained longitudinal measurements as well as new experiments.

With previous CRI (and DHS) funding we designed, implemented, deployed, and operated a secure infrastructure named Archipelago (Ark) [2, 3] that supports large-scale active measurement studies of the global Internet. We are committed to open source and have publicly released several measurement, analysis, and infrastructure tools. Since 2007 Ark has gathered the largest set of IP topology data in use by a broad set of academic researchers for a range of scientific research from physics to biology to network science, from critical infrastructure vulnerability assessments to the theoretical study of complex networks.

Now that we have this community research infrastructure stably in place, we want to focus on achieving greater involvement from a broader cross-section of the CISE and other research communities, by lowering the barrier to and increasing the benefit of using the infrastructure and data products that we curate. In response to feedback from the research community, we propose four infrastructure development tasks. First, we will deploy a new hardware architecture that expands the scale and manageability of the infrastructure. Second, we will integrate into our infrastructure recent measurement and analysis advances that will enable new scientific experiments and data products. Third, we will upgrade the functionality of our measurement-on-demand web interface to the Ark infrastructure to enable richer scheduling of more complex measurements. Fourth, we will create an interface for browsing, querying, and visualizing the data gathered by the infrastructure. We will continue our AIMS annual workshop series which consistently yields feedback on what measurements, data formats, and data curation functionality would be most helpful to answer specific network and security research questions. Not only does the Ark measurement infrastructure provide a unique laboratory in which researchers can quickly design, implement, and easily coordinate the execution of experiments across a widely distributed set of dedicated monitors, but it enables data products that are more compelling than ever to a wide range of network, security, and Internet science.

Section 2 describes the infrastructure and architecture of the Ark system, including deployment status, features, and limitations, as well its relationship to other Internet mapping efforts. Section 3 reviews data products derived from the existing Ark monitoring infrastructure, and research they support. Section 4 presents our proposal for enhancing Ark’s hardware and software functionality. Section 5 lists new research activities to be enabled by the enhanced Ark platform. The remaining sections describe community outreach, team qualifications, and management plan.
2 Archipelago Active Measurement Platform

Archipelago (Ark) [3] is CAIDA’s active measurement infrastructure [4] running software that allows distributed nodes to operate as a coordinated secure measurement platform. From its inception in September 2007, Ark has gathered the largest global Internet topology data for use by academic researchers. Figure 1 depicts the 106 Ark monitors we deployed at an average of 15 per year (cumulative deployment is higher due to upgrades and replacements of failed hardware), with 38 having IPv6 connectivity. They are hosted by diverse organizations: 47 research/educational, 23 commercial, 10 network infrastructure (NIC/IXP), 24 residential, and 2 others. In 2012, we ported our measurement software platform to the Raspberry Pi [5], a small, inexpensive computer running Linux (700MHz ARM CPU, 512MB RAM, 8GB SD card). We have deployed 58 Raspberry Pi Ark monitors so far. (Section 4.1 describes the many advantages of this platform.)

High-precision system-wide clock synchronization is an under-exploited capability in today’s measurement infrastructures because it typically requires dedicated hardware (e.g., GPS, CDMA, radio clock) with its attendant costs and logistical issues. RADclock [6, 7] is a software-based alternative that provides sub-millisecond accuracy (compared to multi-millisecond accuracy with NTP). RADclock, currently running on 36 Ark monitors, enables measurements such as one-way delay that require precise comparisons of timestamps taken on separate machines. RADclock has increased the effectiveness of our MIDAR alias resolution tool [8] which needs to precisely order overlapping measurements taken by multiple monitors to the same destination (Section 3.1).

2.1 Rapid prototyping of coordinated measurements

Ark supports rapid prototyping by promoting software development at a high-level of abstraction using dynamic scripting languages and pre-built APIs and services. We use Ruby [9] for measurements and related libraries, e.g., to control scamper [10], a flexible active measurement tool supporting IPv4, IPv6, ping, and several traceroute variants (TCP-, UDP-, and ICMP-, and Paris [11]). Scamper is open source software actively maintained at CAIDA. To coordinate measurements on a distributed heterogeneous infrastructure, CAIDA released its open source implementation of the Marinda tuple-space coordination model first introduced by D. Gelernter [12]. Marinda supports decentralized measurement processes executing autonomously at each monitor and communicating as needed, e.g., to trigger measurements or analyses based on locally observed events.

2.2 Support for measurements by community researchers

The Ark infrastructure supports two means of conducting measurements. First, researchers can execute their own custom tool (using raw sockets) on each monitor using ssh-like Ark tools for remotely executing commands concurrently on multiple monitors. We coordinate such direct access to limited monitor resources to prevent interference between measurements. This method supported several research efforts that improved topology measurement and inference methods [13, 14, 8, 15, 16], refuted a recent study on traceroute data [17, 18], contributed to assessments of infrastructure vulnerability [19], and tested IPv6 functionality on World IPv6 Day [20].
Second, researchers can remotely execute a set of measurements via Ark-provided services, such as our measurement-on-demand web interface Vela [21], that do not require accounts on Ark monitors. These services lower the barrier for researchers to take advantage of the Ark platform and allows us to implement rate limiting and scheduling to prevent overloading of Ark monitors. Vela provides a convenient way to execute on-demand ping and traceroute measurements in IPv4 and IPv6 using ICMP, UDP, or TCP from any Ark monitor. Vela has two interfaces: command-line and web-based. The command-line interface is useful for large-scale feedback-driven, or dynamic measurements under the full control of the user’s own program. The web interface supports interactive ad-hoc exploratory measurements and visualization of results. For example, we geolocate traceroute paths on geographic maps (Figure 2(a)), and we display traceroute paths as graphs with hops visually grouped into ASes (Figure 2(b)).

2.3 Comparison with other measurement infrastructures

Several research infrastructures conducted active measurements in the past, but they are either no longer funded [22, 23, 24, 25, 26], or had limitations that inspired our creation of Ark [27, 28].

PlanetLab [29], a global academic network testbed for distributed computer systems research, has hosted active Internet measurement projects in the past [30, 31], but there are some limitations for Internet measurements, such as security restrictions that prevent any type of spoofing, lack of IPv6 support, academic site bias, and usage restrictions [32, 33]. (See Beverly’s letter of collaboration (LOC).

The BIsMark [34] project measures residential broadband performance and home network usage by deploying routers with custom firmware in homes of regular (non-technical) users. The project’s primary focus is on characterizing broadband and home-networks [34, 35], and they are interested in applying our interdomain congestion measurement capabilities on the Bismark observatory to study Internet quality of experience for home users, as well as develop and test their own tomographic techniques to measure interdomain congestion [36]. (See Feamster’s letter of collaboration (LOC).

The RIPE (Réseaux IP Européens) NCC operates Atlas [37], an active measurement infrastructure consisting of tiny, inexpensive computers capable of ping, traceroute, DNS lookup, HTTP GET/HEAD/POST, and SSL certificate retrieval. Currently over 4000 vantage points perform periodic and user-initiated measurements to root servers or user-defined targets. The RIPE NCC provides a web-browser interface as well as a REST interface for requesting measurements that
employ one of the predefined methods. However, the limited capabilities of the Atlas hardware do not allow for the execution of user-provided measurement software.

With popular as well as scientific attention to Internet measurement growing, Ark has a unique combination of features that complement other existing Internet measurement infrastructures: diversity of vantage point deployment (Clark, Beverly, Bailey LOC); longevity that enables longitudinal data sets (over 15 years of macroscopic Internet topology data and metadata); support for not only user-defined measurement, but executing user-provided software; support for precise time synchronization; IPv6 measurement capabilities; annual workshops to serve the community; and a well-tested data sharing framework that protects privacy of Internet users as well as researchers using the data.

Other active measurement projects consist of software tools or plug-ins deployed by volunteers at the edge to measure topology [38, 39], application performance [40, 41, 42], or troubleshoot local connectivity problems [43, 44], while limiting the computation and bandwidth burden on the user. The easier deployability of software-based infrastructures generally lead to larger footprints than hardware-based infrastructures can achieve, but the drawbacks are a less-controlled measurement execution environment, and measurements often geared toward operational needs of users rather than scientific research.

Although not a measurement project itself, UCLA’s Internet Research Lab provides a repository of AS-level topology data at the autonomous system (AS) level [45], derived by processing BGP data from collectors at Routeviews, RIPE NCC, PCH, and Internet2. They publish AS-level topology data aggregated to daily and monthly granularities, annotated with AS-relationships.

3 Previous Work

3.1 Data products provided by the Ark infrastructure

In this section we highlight Ark’s three major data products: (1) a comprehensive longitudinal dataset of IPv4 and IPv6 topology data; (2) rich DNS data associated with observed IP addresses; and (3) strategic data set resulting from heavy curation of raw topology data to convert to router and AS-level granularities.

First, the Ark infrastructure continues to collect our most comprehensive and scientifically generative active data set – the IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset [46] – by systematically measuring IP-level paths to a dynamically generated list of IP addresses covering all /24 prefixes in routed IPv4 address space. Figure 3 shows the availability of our IPv4 and IPv6 traceroute data since September 2007 (the figure also shows our monitor deployment growth). In total we have collected 32 billion IPv4 traceroutes (14 TB) and 345 million IPv6 traceroutes (158 GB).

Second, we perform DNS lookups of all IP addresses observed in our IPv4 and IPv6 topology probing. We use a customized bulk DNS lookup service capable of millions of DNS lookups per day. In addition to a simple IP-to-hostname, we store the raw DNS query/response traffic generated by the lookup service. The first dataset is useful for annotating IP topology data with information commonly encoded in router names, such as geographic location, link capacity, router type (access vs. backbone), and customer network name. The second dataset is useful for studying characteristics of DNS name servers, such as the penetration of DNSSEC and IPv6.

Third, we curate approximately two-week snapshots of these data into Internet Topology Data Kits (ITDK) [47] (Figure 4) providing inferred router-level and AS-level topologies of the global Internet. We released seven ITDKs during the course of the previous CRI project, increasing their richness over time by integrating new techniques we developed, including AS ownership inference [48] and scalable alias resolution with MIDAR [8]. Alias resolution is the process of identifying
which interface IP addresses belong to the same routers, which is required to convert the IP-level topology discovered by traceroute to a router-level topology [49].

MIDAR (Monotonic ID-Based Alias Resolution), inspired by [50], uses multiple probing methods, multiple vantage points, and a novel sliding-window probe scheduling algorithm to increase scalability to millions of IP addresses. Because each alias resolution technique makes tradeoffs between accuracy, completeness, and scalability, we have combined the results of three techniques—MIDAR, iffinder [51], and kapar [52]—in the ITDK to produce the most comprehensive and accurate alias resolution dataset available to date.

Each data kit also contains a set of router-to-AS assignments [48] produced by (1) mapping the IP addresses of each router to the AS announcing the longest-matching prefix in publicly available BGP tables [53], and (2) inferring a single AS for the whole router based on the AS assignments of each router interface and the assignments of neighboring routers.

In addition to the ITDK, we make several processed data sets available as “soft infrastructure” to researchers: traceroute-derived AS Links (IPv4 and IPv6) [54], and BGP-derived data to support richer annotation and topology inferences [55, 56, 57]. To enable more informed selection of topology datasets for specific research needs, we have published analyses comparing different sources of topology data (BGP, WHOIS, and three sources of traceroute data—Ark, iPlane [30] and UCLA’s IRL [45]) for constructing AS- and router-level graphs [58, 59].

3.2 New research opportunities enabled by current data products

Our web site lists publications known to us by non-CAIDA authors that make use of CAIDA data (summarized in Figure 5) [60], a lower bound since we cannot enforce the reporting requirement of our AUP. Researchers have requested CAIDA’s topology data to support research in the areas of: modeling IPv4 and IPv6 AS-level topology and routing behavior; alias resolution, router-level, and PoP-level topology discovery (including classified work to support DARPA’s Plan X project);
topology inference and fault diagnosis; infrastructure failure assessments; machine-learning-based AS classification; incongruity between data plane and control plane paths; improving anycast implementations; new metrics for describing scale-free networks; peer-to-peer system scalability; improving visualization of complex systems; geolocation; modeling of delay; improved traceback for network attacks; and new protocols (extensions of IP) to support attribution and prioritization. Publications reported back to us have covered a variety of topics related to the security and stability of the Internet as critical infrastructure [61, 62, 63, 64]: growth analysis of ISPs [65]; infrastructure improvements in the developing world [66]; interdomain traffic estimation [67]; Internet mapping [68], router-level topology discovery [14, 69, 70]; tomography [71] and path prediction techniques [72]; evolution of interconnection policies and controversies [73]; risks of Internet partitioning [74]; prefix hijacking [75, 76, 77]; DDoS attack countermeasures [78, 79]; complex network robustness in the face of epidemics [80]; geometric analysis of the Internet topology [81]; complex network theory [82, 83]; future Internet architectures; CDN architectures [84]; and a geographic database (“Atlas”) of the Internet at the physical layer [85, 86].

4 Proposed Infrastructure and Data Product Enhancements

4.1 Task 1. Raspberry Pi-based infrastructure expansion

The availability of the Raspberry Pi computing platform has dramatically improved our deployment capabilities. A Raspberry Pi has minimal requirements on power, cooling, and space, and even with required accessories, the hardware costs $70, or about one tenth the cost of our previous 1U server hardware. Shipping costs are similarly reduced, and we now have the option to hand distribute complete Ark monitor kits at conferences and other meetings, thereby further lowering distribution effort, cost, and barriers. This new platform is also more suitable for residential deployment, due to its unobtrusiveness, and distribution to underrepresented areas such as South America and Africa, where traditional shipping face customs hurdles.

We will expand our measurement infrastructure to 300 nodes, aiming for diversity in vantage points (educational, commercial, business, and residential) and a representative geographical coverage of the entire world. This larger footprint will contribute toward higher fidelity data (e.g., coverage of peering links), reduced academic and other biases (e.g., content vs. eye-ball networks), the mitigation of practical difficulties that may impede research (e.g., filtering/blocking of IP options by some networks, the 9-hop limit of the IP Record Route option), and measurement of behavior that is location-based (e.g., DNS anycasting, CDN).

We will continue developing software to reduce the impact of Ark monitor downtime on data collection. With our increasing deployment in residential locations, we can no longer rely on the availability of technically-skilled remote hands to resolve a severe failure, such as a corrupted filesystem, that renders a system remotely inaccessible. By exploiting the unique architecture of the Raspberry Pi and a feature of the Linux kernel, we have discovered a way of effectively...
achieving a remote serial console in software—we can create two live systems, with one always being remotely accessible. Major upgrades to the OS are also made possible with this approach.

We will continue to collaborate with the RADclock developers to deploy RADclock on the Raspberry Pi. Through this collaboration, we have already tried an early development version of the Raspberry Pi port, confirming feasibility.

4.2 Task 2: Integration of recent measurement and analysis advances

We will integrate recent measurement and analysis advances that will enable production of higher-fidelity router- and AS-level topology maps desired by the research community for not only Internet mapping but also, for example, to parameterize routing models, inform commercial peering disputes, detect IPv4 address space transfers, and validate assumptions embedded in future architecture research [87].

4.2.1 More efficient topology probing primitives

Due to the large size of the routed IPv4 address space (around 2.7 billion addresses, or 162 /8's worth, as of Nov 2014), one challenge in active-measurement based Internet-wide topology mapping is balancing probing efficiency, such as network load and measurement duration, with coverage. One reasonable tradeoff is to perform relatively low-frequency (every 2 days) sweep of the routed space at a /24-prefix granularity, as with our ongoing macroscopic topology measurements [46], which prioritizes maximal topological coverage over fine-grained temporal resolution. Other experiments may want to sample topology more frequently (for example, to detect network outages or routing instability) or with a lower probing load (for example, to exhaustively discover all network subnets without triggering complaints).

Beverly et al. [88] and [89] (which used Ark) introduced three new topology-probing primitives that attempt to discover higher topological richness at a lower probing cost than brute-force approaches. We plan to further collaborate with Beverly’s group (see LOC) to operationalize these techniques into Ark’s ongoing probing. Two techniques are of particular interest: Subnet-Centric Probing and Ingress Point Spreading. Subnet Centric Probing carefully selects destinations in order to maximize the chances of discovering further details about the internal structure (that is, subnets) of the target network with each additional trace. Ingress Point Spreading uses knowledge discovered about the ingress diversity of the target network in prior rounds of probing to carefully select a minimal number of vantage points that will continue to cover all known paths into the destination network in future probing. Discovery of ingress diversity is useful for characterizing the topological richness and resiliency of the constituent networks making up the Internet.

We will incorporate the above techniques into new topology measurements that complement ongoing large-scale measurements. The focus will be on high-frequency sampling of the routed address space and target networks to discover greater routing dynamics as well as additional topology details missed by our ongoing collections.

4.2.2 More accurate inferences from traceroute data

We propose to apply three experimental techniques to improve the quality of the derived data sets (e.g., ITDK, AS links) we produce from our raw traceroute data.

First, we will deploy our prefixscan measurement technique [10] for empirically validating that traceroute-observed addresses correspond to inbound router interfaces and not third-party addresses. Third-party addresses are traceroute measurement artifacts [90, 17, 18] that can distort
inferences, such as about AS-level connectivity.

Second, we will remove IXP (Internet exchange point) addresses appearing in traceroutes due to their accidental or inappropriate announcement by IXes or their members. Links that cross an IX’s address space are actually peering links between ASes connected to the IX, rather than to the IX itself. When an AS announces IX address space, a simplistic mapping of addresses to ASes will introduce false peering links to the IXes themselves, as well as hide actual peering links between pairs of ASes on either side of the IX. We developed a method to recover the true peering connectivity [91], by inferring links across IX address space as self-identified in PeeringDB [92].

Third, the most prevalent false AS link inference from traceroute data derives from IP address sharing between peering routers to establish a point-to-point link [93]. When we observe only a single router in a given AS Y before observing a router in a neighbor AS Z, and Y’s observed router address is originated by AS X in BGP, we may falsely infer an AS link between X and Z. We recently developed a technique that uses traceroute graph analysis and validated AS relationships to accurately infer router ownership, and used it to infer missing AS peering links from Ark data. We will refine and integrate this system into our data curation process.

4.3 Task 3: User-friendly interface for conducting measurements

We propose to upgrade our measurement-on-demand service Vela to meet broader scientific needs. First, we propose supporting richer scheduling of more complex measurements, such as date/time-based execution, periodic measurements, and conditional execution based on event-based triggers (such as packet loss or a detected path change). Second, we propose providing access to capabilities already implemented in scamper that are useful for protocol, performance, and stability characterization studies. Specifically, we will integrate MDA traceroute for enumerating all load-balanced paths towards a given destination [11] and TCP behavior inference [94]. Luckie et al. used these capabilities on Ark to investigate the prevalence of Path MTU discovery failures [95]. We will also develop on-demand access to our existing active alias resolution capabilities—MIDAR, iffinder, and motu [8, 96, 97, 51]. At our annual AIMS workshops, we will
consult with the community on additional measurements that would further their research and then provide turnkey implementations where feasible.

We will implement a new visualization mode in Vela that highlights incongruities between AS paths derived from BGP and traceroutes. Such incongruities can arise from sibling ASes, IXP ASes, incorrect IP-to-AS mapping, third-party addresses, and other causes [98, 99, 100]. Our prototype visualization is illustrated by Figure 6 using a hypothetical example. Circles and ovals represent IP hops from traceroute, and rounded rectangles represent BGP AS hops. The first six traceroute IP hops more or less agree with BGP AS paths, with the possible exception of an unresponsive fourth hop, but they then diverge.

4.4 Task 4: Rich interface for browsing, querying, and visualizing data

Discovery of the full potential value of raw data is best served by a rich, easy-to-use interactive exploratory interface. We propose implementing web-based interfaces for browsing, querying, and visualizing our archive of multi-terabytes of data, taking inspiration from RIPEstat [101] and our own visualization efforts [102]. Users will be able to examine the data over space and time to study evolving topology and performance trends in the global Internet.

The browsing interface would allow researchers to understand broad properties and summary statistics of the available data over multiple time scales and aggregation levels, from simple trace counts and response rates, to calculated path-length and RTT distributions, to inferred AS links. Figure 7 shows a prototype interface for viewing the time series of global traceroute RTT measurements from two Ark monitors. This prototype is implemented with Charthouse, a web application for interactive real-time and historical time-series data exploration, currently in development at CAIDA for an NSF-funded project on Internet infrastructure outage detection [103].

The query interface would allow researchers to find the most relevant data for their research, such as all traceroutes through a given region and time period toward/across a particular prefix/AS. Other queries might retrieve the router address aliases for a given IP address, all routers in a given city, or all inferred links to a router identified by a given IP address.

We will take advantage of the computational and storage resources, as well as big data expertise, available at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, where CAIDA is based, to implement this data mining functionality. We will also use open source frameworks for large-scale data processing, such as Apache Spark [104], to achieve the scalability needed for interactive performance.

5 Research Enabled by Enhanced Data and Infrastructure

The proposed expansion and extension of the infrastructure—in scale, functionality, and accessibility as well as in capabilities to navigate the resulting data—will enable the following new or expanded research opportunities of strategic national and international interest, most of them CISE-funded. Table 1 lists a sample of research interests articulated in the attached letters of collaboration, and which proposed infrastructure enhancements are required to support them.

5.1 Empirical analysis of Internet security and stability vulnerabilities

1. Ark’s active measurement capabilities have already enabled researchers to perform security vulnerability assessments, including detection of IP address spoofing capability using the spoofer measurement project [19], for which CAIDA is now providing infrastructure support [105]. Researchers have asked to expand the use of Ark to assess vulnerabilities related
Table 1: Research topics described in letters of collaboration (LOCs) with cross-references to proposed infrastructure enhancements (by tasks listed in Section 4) required to enable research topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enabled Research</th>
<th>Letters of Collaboration</th>
<th>Proposed Enhancements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet Security and Stability Vulnerabilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· hygiene</td>
<td>Bailey, Beverly, Deccio</td>
<td>1, 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· outages</td>
<td>Caesar, Feamster, FCC</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· congestion</td>
<td>Caesar, Clark, Feamster, FCC</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· diagnostics</td>
<td>Feamster, Katz-B.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· hijacking</td>
<td>Gill</td>
<td>1, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· middleboxes</td>
<td>Beverly, Donnet</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific Modeling &amp; Mapping</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· inferring accurate maps:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· alias resolution</td>
<td>Katz-B.</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· exchange point (IXP) addresses</td>
<td>Katz-B.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· AS relationships</td>
<td>Clark, Crovella, Gill, Goldberg, Katz-B.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· geolocation</td>
<td>FCC, RIPE NCC</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· fingerprinting</td>
<td>Donnet</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· modeling of Internet routing</td>
<td>Goldberg, Katz-B.</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet Architecture &amp; Evolution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· longitudinal studies</td>
<td>Bailey, Clark, Crovella</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· IPv6</td>
<td>Beverly, Bailey, Donnet</td>
<td>1, 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· carrier-grade NAT</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The current measurement infrastructure is insufficient to traffic surveillance (Goldberg and Caesar LOC), DNS resolver idiosyncrasies that could inhibit DNSSEC deployment (Deccio LOC), and network hygiene (Bailey LOC).

2. Several research groups are improving and extending methods for detecting and quantifying the impact of wide-area Internet outages by combining active and passive measurements [31, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111]. Outage detection is inherently sensitive to the vantage points available – more vantage points yield more insight into the nature and scope of an outage. A related body of recent research focuses on predicting, tracking, and localizing the root cause of Internet path changes [112, 113, 114, 115, 116], generally relying on PlanetLab measurement vantage points mostly at academic institutions. Ark’s VP diversity provides a complementary, and in some cases completely different, view of Internet topology.

3. All proposed tasks will support study of performance problems, including persistent interdomain congestion due to peering disputes [117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. Researchers can use Ark to identify source-destination pairs that traverse a given interdomain link, and probe these destinations to discover evidence of congestion along the path (Clark and FCC LOCs) [123, 124]. Researchers are also interested in applying tomography techniques [125, 126, 127, 71] to measurements aggregated from many Ark monitors toward a set of destinations can isolate the likely location of congested or failed links. (See Feamster LOC.)

A related powerful method to support troubleshooting and diagnosis methods is Ethan Katz-Bassett’s reverse traceroute [128] technology, which he is extending beyond the existing PlanetLab nodes. To support his CRI-funded effort (see LOC), we have integrated specific measurement primitives into scamper that reverse traceroute requires, and obtained permission from a subset of hosting sites to transmit this special class of spoofed packet. These enhancements will mitigate limitations inherent in the reverse traceroute technique, e.g., the 9-hop limit of the IP Record Route option.

4. Detection and characterization of malicious traffic interception (hijacking) events requires a combination of passive BGP measurements and active measurements (such as traceroutes).
Alberto Dainotti (CAIDA) is collaborating with Phillipa Gill (see LOC) to develop and evaluate novel methodologies to automatically detect traffic interception events and characterize their extent, frequency, and impact. This SATC-funded project [129] requires extending the Ark infrastructure to trigger targeted active measurements when other data sources provided evidence of possible ongoing hijacking events.

5. Luckie has added functionality to scamper to extend his and other previous studies of TCP and middlebox behavior inference [95, 94]. Deploying this capability on Ark (Task 3) will enable tracking of TCP evolution over time, a surprisingly rarely documented activity given the revisions to TCP over the last decade, e.g., new congestion control algorithms [130] and connection establishment behaviors [131].

Rob Beverly (see LOC) at NPS recently proposed adding transparent features to TCP applications that would detect middlebox tampering of IP and TCP headers; he used Ark to test and evaluate his software, but longer-term deployment of his software (HICCUPS) on an expanded Ark infrastructure would enable more evaluation of this powerful technique [132] that could inspire its rapid adoption and standardization.

6. The diversity of RADclock-enabled Ark vantage points in the proposed expansion will allow health monitoring of the public Internet timing system, a system that critically depends on stratum-1 NTP servers (the “gold standard”) whose accuracy and reliability is unknown. Preliminary work using RADclock suggests that errors in accuracy are widespread, diverse, and sometimes large enough to render network measurements (among other things) meaningless. Darryl Veitch’s team (U. Melbourne) is working to detect and report the nature, frequency, magnitude, and possible impacts of errors in this critical sub-system, but essential to his effort, as well as efforts to develop and validate a more accurate public timing system, are a diverse mesh of VPs with precise timing support.

5.2 Scientific modeling and mapping

1. The first three proposed enhancements will allow CAIDA and others to construct higher fidelity IPv4 and IPv6 router-level topology maps, including further improving on increasingly successful attempts at router IP address alias resolution [50, 133, 134, 8]. Today’s best available IPv4 router-level maps are constructed using a combination of MIDAR [8], iffinder [51], and kapar [52], but the proposed enhancements will enable researchers to experiment with additional probing techniques developed but not yet investigated at scale in the wild, e.g., [135, 97, 96].

The enhancements described in Task 2 will also allow inferences of the presence of IXPs and CDNs [136] in raw data, and support researchers who want targeted measurements to fill gaps in topology coverage [137, 138, 139] (Crovella LOC). The Ingress Point Spreading (IPS) [89] technique (Section 4.2.1) will enable researchers to estimate the prevalence of multi-homing and topological resiliency to network failure.

Finally, operational use of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) can lead to false router-level links in maps derived from traceroute measurement. Researchers (Donnet LOC) have requested to integrate fingerprinting capabilities [140] to enable annotation of topology maps with MPLS and router/OS meta-data, mitigating the link hiding due to invisible MPLS tunnels [141, 142, 143], as well as informing alias resolution inferences.

2. The first three enhancements also enable more accurate AS-level topology maps, annotated with more accurate AS relationship inferences. AS-level maps use different data sources (BGP, traceroute, WHOIS, route servers) [90, 99, 100, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 136, 93, 149], but researchers would like to use traceroute data to augment AS-level inference capabilities,
but struggle with inferential constraints related to sibling ASes [149, 150, 151], third-party addresses [18], and IXPs. We propose to mitigate or remove some of these constraints via Task 2. (Crovella and Goldberg LOC). Finally, while we can now uncover most peering relationships by querying IXP route servers [152], targeted traceroutes (Task 3) are still required to discover many important bilateral peering agreements.

3. Expanding Ark platform will help testing and extending research on automating the inference of router geolocation using geographically meaningful strings in DNS hostnames [153] or constraint-based geolocation based on latency and/or inferred distance [154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159]. This capability would directly support inference of PoP-level maps, of interest to those studying Internet infrastructure resiliency. CAIDA is collaborating with RIPE NCC (see LOC) to leverage each other’s efforts in using active measurements to geolocate router resources.

4. Tasks 1 and 3 will enable investigation of open issues with IPv4 and IPv6 alias resolution techniques. Ark has deployed the most effective known Internet-scale IPv4 alias resolution technique, MIDAR [8], and was used to develop and test the most effective known IPv6 alias resolution technique (Speedtrap) [16]. But both techniques have open issues because many routers are unresponsive to specific probes, and researchers will be able to use Ark to further advance the accuracy and efficiency of Internet-scale alias resolution.

5.3 Internet architecture and evolution

1. Using longitudinal measurements, many researchers are trying to develop a more comprehensive understanding of how the routing system and interconnection patterns of autonomous systems change over a decade or more, to inform new protocol design, understand the economic relationships among Internet stakeholders, and enable fact-based public policy. (See Crovella LOC.) Ark (and its predecessor Skitter) is the longest running global Internet measurement infrastructure serving the research community, providing comprehensive topology measurements for over 15 years.

2. Our investigation of more efficient and intelligent measurement primitives is critical for active measurement experiments in the vastly larger IPv6 address space. Ark’s IPv6 capabilities will enable the research community to improve the state of quantitative modeling of the IPv6 transition by allowing the collection of rigorous empirical data on IPv6 deployment, the relative performance of IPv4 and IPv6 paths to the same destination, and the prevalence and performance impact of the leading alternative to IPv6, i.e., Carrier Grade NAT (see FCC LOC).

3. Ark provides another opportunity to search for evidence of grey market transfers of IPv4 address blocks. Initial BGP-based detection methods are suboptimal due to noise in BGP data [160], but reverse DNS mappings and variations in RTT measurements can help reduce false positives in a set of BGP-inferred candidate transfers, as well as potentially detect transfers not revealed by BGP data.

4. The historical data sets and facility for targeted measurements on Ark provide means to evaluate hypotheses about future Internet architectures, such as whether named-based forwarding architectures [161] are likely to align well with how topology and naming tend to evolve.

Finally, Ark topology data is a gold mine for student projects (see LOCs): quantifying asymmetry of paths (from the full mesh in and out of Ark nodes); determining whether a sampled topology is representative of a larger network, comparing the effectiveness of algorithms on different topology samples, comparing communications to biological networks [162].
6 Community Outreach and Service

Figure 8 shows the count and geographic distribution (by TLD) of users of all Ark-related data and the Internet Topology Data Kits for the last several years. Our Data Administrator generally responds to data requests within 48 hours, and regularly responds to questions sent to data-info@caida.org. CAIDA maintains mailing lists for researchers who have requested our data as well as a public list for general announcements regarding CAIDA data, and supports a public web forum on DatCat. The forum provides users with a channel to post messages to initiate or respond to topical discussions. The threaded forum structure facilitates and archives historical discussion among data providers and consumers which can then be searched internally or via search engines.
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**Figure 8: Distribution of data requests for all Ark-related data, ITDK data set, and public data sets.**

Per our usage agreements for each protected dataset, we conduct periodic (at least annual) surveys of our data users to request a summary of research results. We also solicit feedback on the usability of specific datasets (e.g., ITDK), any difficulties users had with the data, and what new datasets researchers would like to analyze. Resources allowing, CAIDA makes custom datasets available to researchers with special requests such as higher resolution timestamps for our traces.

We propose to continue our Active Internet Measurement Systems (AIMS) workshop series, by now a community tradition [28, 163, 164, 165, 166] and important channel for assessing the needs of researchers. We will invite a broad cross-section of CISE and other researchers to these workshops, where we will introduce new capabilities of the infrastructure, review experiences with recent enhancements, and obtain feedback on what capabilities, data formats, and curation functionality would be most helpful to answer specific research questions. We can then customize measurements, data curation, and the query interface to support study of those questions. Our workshops always include a written survey where we solicit additional feedback on presented capabilities and plans.
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